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Unit Information
Science Journal

Lesson Mini Books

All The Good and the Beautiful science
units include activities for a science journal.
For each child prepare a 1" to 2" 3-ring
binder to function as his or her science
journal. Tabbed divider pages can be used
to separate the different units. Also, have
wide-ruled paper and blank white paper on
hand for journal activities. All completed
journal activities are to be kept in the
science binder. If desired, have the child
create a cover and insert it under the clear
cover of the binder.

Some lessons in this unit incorporate
science mini books. If you bought the
PDF download only, print the pages
single-sided. To assemble the mini books,
cut them in half along the dotted lines,
stack the pages together with the page
numbers in the correct order, and staple
twice along the left side.

Science Wall
All The Good and the Beautiful science
units include vocabulary words to be
placed on your science wall, which is a
wall (or a 3-fold presentation board) in
your learning area on which you can attach
the vocabulary words and other images.
Cut out the vocabulary word cards at
the beginning of the unit. The course will
indicate when to place them on the wall.

Lesson Preparation
All The Good and the Beautiful science
units include easy-to-follow lesson
preparation directions at the beginning of
each lesson.
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Mammals of the World Map and
Sticker Activity
This unit includes the Mammals of the
World Map and a set of stickers. When
prompted during a lesson, a child will place
the noted sticker on a specified location on
the map, typically where the mammal is
most commonly found. This is a great visual
tool for the children.

Videos
Some lessons include videos created
by The Good and the Beautiful. Have a
device capable of streaming video from
the internet available. The videos can
be viewed at goodandbeautiful.com/
sciencevideos.

Optional Read-Aloud Book Pack
The three books below are optional read-aloud books that complement this unit. These books are available
individually or as a pack at goodandbeautiful.com on the Mammals science unit product page. The lessons
suggest when to read these books.

Can You Track It? Mammals
by Maggie Felsch and Shannen Yauger

Mammals of Small Pond
by Phoebe Erickson

Marvelous Mammals from Down Under
by Heather Horn

Used in Lessons 5 and 7

Used in Lessons 2 and 4

Used in Lesson 9

Correlated Books
The Good and the Beautiful Library has several books that correlate well with this unit. It can be a wonderful
experience for children to read books on their levels related to the subjects they are learning in science. These
books are both fiction and nonfiction and are organized according to reading level. Find the Correlated Books at
goodandbeautiful.com on the Mammals science unit product page.
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Grades 7–8 Lesson Extensions Information
For students in Grades 7–8, complete the parent/
teacher directed lesson with the children, and
then have the children in Grades 7–8 complete
the self-directed extension located at the end of
each lesson. The lesson extensions answer key was
included with the PDF download of this unit. It can
also be found at goodandbeautiful.com by navigating
to the Mammals science unit page and clicking on
FAQs, Helps, and Extras.

Flexibility
The amount of time it will take to complete each
lesson extension will vary for each child. Some lessons
provide an option to complete one or both parts of
the assignments. Encourage the children to stretch
their capabilities; however, allow them to modify the
extensions to suit their capacity if needed.

Science Journal
The extension pages are non-consumable. The
children will do their own work on separate sheets
of paper and insert them into their science journal
binders along with any science journal pages done
during the lessons.
Children are encouraged to take ownership of their
science journals, going the extra mile to make the

journals visually appealing. The journals will be
something the children can treasure for the rest
of their lives. The children should use color and
illustrations where possible. Have the children view
the sample journal pages below.

Taking Notes
Some of the Grades 7–8 extension lessons have the
children summarize the material they have read.
Teach the children to look for key information,
summarizing the most important points. In addition,
the children can add their thoughts and the facts that
are most interesting to them.

Optional Grades 7–8 Reading Book
We recommend the book Prairie Dog Town by
Margaret Thomsen Raymond and Carl O. Mohr
as extra reading for students in Grades 7–8. This
book can be purchased at goodandbeautiful.com
on the Mammals science unit product page or at
goodandbeautiful.com/library. In this engaging book,
readers will explore the skillfully and carefully planned
underground tunnel system of prairie dogs in addition
to learning about their neighbors, such as jackrabbits,
ferrets, badgers, antelope, and more!
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MAMMALS
Supplies Needed

Lesson 1
•

A device to play a video

•

A piece of fruit or vegetable (or an image of it)

•

A piece of meat (or an image of it)

•

A whiteboard and dry-erase marker

Lesson 5

Lesson 2
Optional Activity—Milking a Cow:

•

A blank piece of paper for each child on which to
glue the “Elephant Puzzle” pieces		

•

A whiteboard and dry-erase marker

•

A glue stick

•

A stuffed animal (if doing the actions with the
activity “Social Behaviors of Elephants”)

Lesson 6

•

A rubber glove (a thicker glove is preferred)

•

Milk (or water mixed with white paint)

•

A string or rubber band

Note: For items with an asterisk (*), you may choose to
provide one per child, or they may take turns using the
items. You only need one each of the other items.

•

A pin or needle

•

A hand mirror

•

A bowl or container to catch the milk (or water)

•

A pair of soft gloves or mittens (if available)*

•

A black permanent marker (optional)

•

A pencil*

•

A piece of scrap paper*

•

A piece of string or shoelace*

•

A soft object to be thrown*

•

A water bottle*

•

Tape

Optional Activity—Bursting Milk:
•

3/4 cup whole milk (lower fat milk will not work)

•

Food coloring (any colors)

•

Dish soap

•

Cotton swabs

•

A shallow dish or pan

Optional Activity:

•

Heavy cream (optional)

•

An empty water bottle

•

A small piece of food that fits into the empty
water bottle and floats in water (e.g., a
marshmallow or peanut)

Lesson 3
•

A measuring tape

•

Something to mark a distance (e.g., sidewalk
chalk, a ribbon, etc.)

•

A stopwatch

Lesson 4
•

A device to play a video

Note: Do not hint to the children that the food
item can float.
Lesson 7
•

Have ready an instrumental song (e.g., Gershwin’s
“Rhapsody in Blue”).
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Lesson 8

Lesson 12

•

A whiteboard and dry-erase marker

•

•

A glue stick

•

A pair of scissors for each child (or to share)

Optional Activity:

•

A map to show the locations of Anchorage and
Nome, Alaska (optional)

•

A blindfold

•

A food item with a strong scent placed on a spoon
or in a cup (e.g., peanut butter, chocolate, fruity
candy, etc.)

Lesson 9
•

Colored pencils (optional)

•

Tape (optional)

A marker or a set of five items, such as buttons,
beans, etc., to mark off the “Five Senses” chart

Lesson 13

Lesson 10

•

A glue stick

•

A tray of food samples (enough for each child):
berries, nuts, meat, vegetables, corn, and honey

•

A glue stick

•

A sample of wool or wool-like material (such as a
wool sock)

•

A sample of water-repellent material (such as a
raincoat)

•

A glue stick

•

A pair of scissors for each child (or to share)

•

An insulated tumbler (if available)

•

Colored pencils

Lesson 14

Optional Activity:

Optional Activity:

•

Natural-colored paints like red, brown, yellow,
orange, white, and black

•

•

Paintbrushes and/or cotton swabs

•

A sheet of blank or watercolor paper for any
children who will want to create their own art
rather than use one or more of the coloring
pages that are included in the lesson

A different color marker for each child

Lesson 11
•

3–4 random objects that make noise, such as two
spoons banging together, a stapler, a book closing,
etc. (Keep these items hidden from the children.)

•

An open area safe for a blindfolded child to move
around in during a game

•

A blindfold

•

A pair of scissors for each child (or to share)

•

A glue stick

•

A device to play a video
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Instructions: Cut out the vocabulary cards in this section. Place them on your science wall when
prompted to do so in the lessons. Review the vocabulary words several times during this unit and, if
desired, at various times throughout the school year.

VOCABULARY—MAMMALS
Mammal
an animal that is a warm-blooded vertebrate
and is distinguished by the ability to produce
milk for its young and has fur or hair, a
neocortex, three bones in the middle ear, and
a single-boned jaw

Herbivore
an animal that eats plants

Carnivore
an animal that eats meat
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Lesson 1

Mammals

Lesson 1: Introduction to Mammals
Objectives
The children will be introduced to the unit, review classification, learn mammalian characteristics, and
explore food chains.
Preparation:
 Copy the sheet titled “Characteristics of Mammals” for each child. (There is a
version for grades K–4 and a version for grades 5–8.)
 Cut out the circular “Food Chain Cards and Arrows.”
Supplies needed:
 A device to play a video

 A piece of meat (or an image of it)

 A piece of fruit or vegetable (or an
image of it)

 A whiteboard and dry-erase marker

 Opening Activity
Read to the children: The Bible teaches about the
sixth day of creation: “And God said, Let the earth
bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle,
and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after
his kind: and it was so. And God made the beast of
the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind,
and every thing that creepeth upon the earth after
his kind: and God saw that it was good.” (Genesis
1:24–25, KJV)
Have the children look at the page in this lesson
titled “Mammals in Art” while you read the following
to the children: God’s creations are good. Look at
these pictures of mammals and try to see the wonder
in each creation as I talk about it.
Imagine that you are high in the Rocky Mountains.
The air is crisp and fresh. The stars are just appearing
in the sky. Then you see a couple of Rocky Mountain
bighorn sheep. These powerful animals have amazing
vision and a sharp sense of smell. They have special
hooves and rough soles that allow them to grip rocky
terrain. Surprised, you suck in your breath as the
sheep leap onto a cliff. You think they will fall at any
minute, but they don’t! They make a breathtaking
climb with amazing, agile leaps.

Now imagine that you are in a cool, calm forest,
gently lit by the setting sun. In this scenario you are
invisible to the mammals you see. First, several critters
scamper about the forest floor, gathering nuts and
berries—squirrels and then a chipmunk. They move
in quick bursts then abruptly stop to nibble on what
they’ve found. Next, a rabbit with large ears and a
short fluffy tail hops next to you. You watch its nose
twitch and whiskers move. Then it hops off quickly as
a sly fox is spotted lurking in the distance. Last enters
a bold and stalwart deer. He looks powerful and
brave, like a guardian of the forest. You are amazed at
the unique features of all the animals you see in the
forest.
You are now in a beautiful green field with large trees.
Horses are grazing—black, brown, and milky white.
You watch the white horse, admiring its impressive
shape, strong muscles, and stately presence.
There are many different types of mammals, each
with special characteristics. We are going to have
a wonderful time exploring the world of mammals
in this unit. First, let’s learn what makes a mammal
different from other animals.
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Lesson 1

 Video & Vocabulary Word

 Mammal Characteristics Journal Page

Have the children watch the video
“Mammals” at goodandbeautiful.com/
sciencevideos.
Ask the children these video review questions:
1. Why do mammals have to eat more often than
reptiles? [They have a much faster metabolism,
which is the conversion of food to energy.]
2. Do all baby mammals develop within their
mothers’ bodies and experience live birth? [No;
most of them do, but a few mammals lay eggs.]
3. Do all mammals provide milk for their babies?
[Yes.]
4. Do all mammals have fur or hair? [Yes, at least
during some stage of their lives.]
5. What is unique about the mammalian jaw? [The
lower jawbone is one single piece.] Have the
children explore this by feeling their own lower
jawbone. Instruct them to move their bottom
jaws up and down and side to side while feeling
the sides of their faces with their hands. Tell the
children that their lower jawbone is one piece,
which is connected to the upper jaw and to the
facial muscles that allow their jaw to move.
6. What special part of the mammalian brain
gives them advanced reasoning abilities? [the
neocortex]

Have the children complete the worksheet
titled “Characteristics of Mammals” and
place it in their science journals. There is a
version for grades K–4 (to be colored) and one for
grades 5–8 (which includes space below each characteristic for the children to write down information
they learned from the video). Note: An answer key for
the grades 5–8 worksheet is included with this lesson.
You may use this to help the children remember
information from the video.

 Activity: Vocabulary Words
Read to the children: All mammals eat food, which
is one way scientists classify things as living. Living
things can be sorted into groups based on what
they eat. For example, animals that eat plants are
herbivores, while those that eat meat are carnivores.
Living things that consume both plants and meat are
omnivores.
Place the vocabulary words HERBIVORE,
CARNIVORE, and OMNIVORE on your
science wall. Read the definitions for each
vocabulary word.

Herbivore

Carnivore

Omnivore

7. What is special about mammalian ears?
[Mammals have three bones in their middle ear.]
Place the vocabulary word MAMMAL on
your science wall. Read the definition.

Mammal
Read to the children: In the video you may have
noticed there are mammals that live in the ocean!
Because these incredible creatures are covered in the
Marine Biology science unit, they are not discussed
in this unit (except in one of the Grades 7–8 Lesson
Extensions).

Hold up a piece of fruit or vegetable. Read to the
children: Herbivores can be surprisingly large,
considering they only eat plants! Some large
herbivores include elephants, deer, cattle, and buffalo.
Two examples of medium-sized herbivores are sheep
and goats. Smaller herbivores include rabbits and
beavers. Herbivores spend a lot of their time eating,
and their survival depends on a supply of plant life.
Hold up a piece of meat. Read to the children:
Carnivores feed on other animals. Animals that hunt
other animals are called predators, and animals that
are hunted are called prey. For example, foxes can eat
rabbits. Can you tell me which animal is the predator
and which animal is the prey? [The fox is the predator;
the rabbit is the prey.]
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Carnivores help control the population of some
animals in a healthy and natural way. For instance,
large carnivores (including wolves and tigers)
eat large prey, such as zebra and deer. Smaller
carnivorous mammals (including foxes and badgers)
eat mice, rabbits, and fish. Carnivores depend on an
adequate supply of prey animals for them to eat. If
the vegetation declines, then so do the numbers of
herbivores (like rabbits) and then the numbers of
carnivores (like foxes—the rabbits’ predators) also
decline. As you can see, the amount of vegetation
or animals available for food will affect all sizes of
animals because they are all connected like a web.
Hold up the piece of fruit or vegetable and the piece
of meat. Read to the children: Omnivores have more
flexibility with what they eat. They typically don’t eat
grass, but they do eat fruits and vegetables as well
as meat. Large omnivores include bears and humans.
Mid-sized omnivores include pigs and raccoons, while
smaller omnivores include mice, rats, chipmunks, and
some squirrels.
It’s important to note that animals are classified by
what they mostly eat. For example, some carnivores
strictly eat meat while other carnivores eat plants
once in a while but mostly eat meat.

 Review Activity: Herbivores,
Carnivores, and Omnivores
1. Hold up the piece of fruit or vegetable. What
kind of mammal eats mostly plants? [herbivore]
2. Hold up the piece of meat. What kind of mammal
eats mostly meat? [carnivore]

3. Hold up both the piece of fruit or vegetable and
the piece of meat. What kind of mammal eats
both meat and plants? [omnivore]
4. If needed, repeat the above steps and mix up
the order.

 Activity: Food Chain & Vocabulary
Words
Place the vocabulary words HABITAT,
ECOSYSTEM, ORGANISM, and POPULATION
on your science wall. Read the definitions
for each vocabulary word.

Habitat

Ecosystem

Organism

Population

Read to the children: All living things have a home
where they can source the things needed for survival,
which often include shelter and food. These places
are their habitats. There are several habitats within
an ecosystem. An ecosystem includes all the living
creatures in a given area that interact with each other
and with their environment. In science we call a living
creature an organism. If the population (or number)
of one organism gets too big or too small, the balance
of the entire ecosystem will change. As part of that
balancing act, mammals participate in a system
known as the food chain. The food chain is a series of
organisms that are related to each other by the food
they eat.

Food Chain Cards and Arrows
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Lay out the “Food Chain Cards and Arrows” circles
that were cut out during the preparation section in
this order from left to right (or top to bottom): plant
→ beetle → mouse → snake → fox. With the children
review the order in which one organism eats the next.
Note: If the children are confused by which way the
arrows should point, the arrows always point from
what is being eaten to what does the eating. You can
read it like this: “The plant gets eaten by the beetle,
which gets eaten by the mouse, which gets eaten by the
snake, which gets eaten by the fox.”
Mix up the “Food Chain Cards and Arrows” circles
and have the children order them in the way they are
eaten in the food chain. [plant → beetle → mouse →
snake → fox]

 Read to the children:
In The Good and the Beautiful science unit Kingdoms
and Classiﬁcations, we learn about Carl Linnaeus and
his methods for organizing life forms. We still use his
system as a basis, though there have been quite a few
changes since his time.
The organization of life goes from very broad to
very specific. If you completed that unit, you may
remember the mnemonic “King Philip Came Over
From Great Spain.” This is the order for the levels of
classification. The first letter of each word stands for a
level of classification.
Write this on the whiteboard:
Kingdom: Animalia

Class on the whiteboard. Their class is Mammalia.
Point to Order on the whiteboard. Scientists do not
always agree on how things are classified. Depending
on the classification system, there are 19–28 orders
of mammals. Carl Linnaeus started the use of Latin
scientific names because Latin was a universal
language in Europe during his life. Here are some of
the Latin names of orders for mammals: Carnivora
(meat eaters), Chiroptera (bats), and Insectivora
(insect eaters).
Point to Family on the whiteboard. At the time of
printing of this unit, there were about 156 families,
approximately 1,258 genera (plural form of genus),
and around 5,937 recognized living species of
mammals. Remember that scientists are constantly
discovering new species and recategorizing animals
based on DNA research and other findings, so these
numbers are only exact for a short period of time.
Scientists have conferences to discuss animal characteristics and how to classify them.
In this unit we will be covering a small handful of
interesting and noteworthy mammals out of the
thousands of mammals known today. It will be
an exciting adventure to explore the wonders of
mammals together!

 Mammals of the World Map & Sticker
Activity
Display the Mammals of the World Map. Read to the
children: During this unit we will add stickers to this
map to show where certain mammals are commonly
found.
Show the children the small picture of the musk ox
next to the preparation section at the beginning
of this lesson. Read to the children: This image is
of a musk ox. Since musk oxen are so huge, it might
surprise you to learn that musk oxen are herbivores.
They live mainly in the frozen Arctic and use their
hooves to dig through the snow to reach grass and
other plants. In the summer they love to eat flowers.
Musk ox babies are amazing! Within a few hours after
birth, they are able to keep up with the rest of the
herd.

Phylum: Chordata
Class: Mammalia
Order: 19–28
Family: about 156
Genus: about 1,258
Species: about 5,937
Point to Kingdom on the whiteboard. Mammals are
part of the kingdom Animalia. Point to Phylum on
the whiteboard. Their phylum is called Chordata,
meaning they have some type of backbone. Point to

Have a child place the following sticker on
the world map on the noted location.
Musk Ox—anywhere in the Arctic
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“Deer in Forest Landscape” by Sándor Brodszky (1819–1901), 1876

“Big Horn, Ovis, Montana” by Albert Bierstadt (1830–1902), c. 1884

“White Horse in Pasture” by Jacques-Laurent Agasse (1767–1849), c. 1806

Mammals
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Amazing Milk Activities
If desired, choose one or both of these optional activities.

M ilkin g a Co w

Bu rst in g Milk

Items Needed

Items Needed

•

A rubber glove (a thicker glove is preferred)

•

3/4 cup of whole milk (lower-fat milk will not work)

•

Milk (or water mixed with white paint)

•

Food coloring (any colors)

•

A string or rubber band

•

Dish soap

•

A pin or needle

•

Cotton swabs

•

A bowl or container to catch the milk (or water)

•

A shallow dish or pan

•

A black permanent marker (optional)

•

Heavy cream (optional)

Instructions

Instructions

1. If desired, use the permanent marker to draw
black cow spots on your rubber glove.

1. Pour the whole (full-fat) milk into a shallow dish
or pan.

2. Use the pin or needle to prick a small hole at the
tip of the glove’s middle finger. It may help to
blow air into the glove and then pinch shut the
top of the finger you are pricking.

2. Place several drops of food coloring in a variety of
locations on the surface of the milk.

3. Holding your glove over a bowl or container, add
the milk (or water mixed with white paint) to the
glove until it is filled about halfway up the palm.
Tie the top of your glove or tightly wrap a rubber
band around the opening to seal it.
4. Using your thumb and first finger, grab the glove’s
middle finger at the base where it meets the
palm part. Pinch your thumb and index finger
together to create a seal. Use your other fingers
in a wave motion to press the liquid toward the
glove’s fingertip. It might take some time to figure
out the best way to get a squirt, and you may
need to slightly enlarge the hole in the fingertip.
While you are milking, have a partner guide
the glove so the milk (or water) squirts into the
bowl. Once you get the hang of it, you can poke a
hole in another finger on the glove and try some
two-handed milking.

3. Put a dab of dish soap on the end of a cotton
swab. Dip the soap-covered swab into the center
of a spot of color and hold it there. Watch the
milk burst with the color! Keep moving the soapy
cotton swab to different parts of the dish and
watch what happens. Add more soap to the swab
as needed.
4. Optional: Put a drop of soap directly into a fresh
spot of food coloring and watch what happens!
When the milk stops moving, dump it in the sink
and try again! See what kinds of patterns and
designs you can make. Try this same experiment
with heavy cream—it has more fat content!
What is happening?
Milk contains both water and fat. Dish soap breaks up
the microscopic chains that hold fats together. When
the soap meets the fat in the milk, the fats move
around trying to connect to each other. The food
coloring allows you to see this movement in action.
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Lesson 5 | Grades 7–8

EXTENSION

Instructions:
1. Read the information below.
2. In your science journal, list 5–7 facts about sloths that you found most interesting.
3. Present what you learned to a family member or draw a picture based on one of the
scenes from the text.

The Sloth—Another Marvelous Mammal
In this lesson you learned about elephants—one of God’s
incredible creations. In this extension we will highlight another
marvelous mammal—the sloth. You may already be familiar with
the sloth’s reputation of being sluggish and hanging around in
a carefree manner, and there is a lot of truth to that. Sloths are
the slowest-moving mammal in the world, typically traveling only
about 125 feet per day. So why are they so slow? Sloths have an
unusually low metabolic rate (the rate at which energy is used
over time), so they do this to conserve energy. Aside from their
sleepy, sluggish demeanor, there are many characteristics of
sloths that make them truly marvelous.
Sloths make their homes in the trees of the tropical rainforests
of Central and South America. A sloth will spend its day creeping
along the branches of trees, munching on the buds, leaves, and
shoots. Since sloths are omnivores, they will sometimes snack on
insects, lizards, and birds. Occasionally, they’ll drop from these
branches and crawl along the ground, and when they do so, their
rate of movement decreases even more—to only about one foot
per minute. This could partly be because their claws are so long
that walking on land is difficult. Can you guess one other place a
sloth is found aside from in trees or on land? Sloths can also be
found in the water—swimming. Not only are they good swimmers,
but they also move up to three times faster in the water.
Just as sloths have made the forest their home, they themselves
are the home to an organism—algae. Sloths have a symbiotic
relationship with algae. This means that algae and sloths coexist.
Algae benefit from living on sloths because sloths provide the

algae with water and a home. The sloths’ fur absorbs a lot of
water, which becomes a resource for the algae. In exchange, the
algae benefit sloths by providing nutrients and giving sloths a
tint of camouflage—hiding them from predators. (After all, algae
are green, and sloths live in green forests.)
When we said that sloths “hang around,” we meant this literally—
they spend about 90% of their life hanging upside down. If we
tried doing this, we’d probably get dizzy or find it hard to breathe
after a while. Sloths can handle an upside-down life because
their organs are attached to their rib cage, so their organs don’t
weigh on their lungs and have no impact on their breathing.
Sloths are important to the ecosystem of the rainforests, and
their survival depends on us preserving their habitat. Without
trees, they become more prone to predators that live on
the forest floor. Currently, some of the species of sloths are
endangered, so communities and organizations are working hard
to promote sustainable forestry.

Mammals
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Lesson 6

Lesson 6: Primates
Objectives
The children will learn about different types of primates and their characteristics and classification.

Preparation:
 Cut out the boxes “Mammalian Claws” and “Other Mammalian Eyes.”
 Cut and assemble the mini book Primates.
Supplies needed:
Note: For items with an asterisk (*), you may choose to provide one per child, or they
may take turns using the items. (You only need one each of the other items.)








A hand mirror
A pair of soft gloves or mittens (if available)*
A pencil*
A piece of scrap paper*
A piece of string or shoelace*
A soft object to be thrown*
A water bottle*

 Tape
 Optional Activity: An empty water bottle and a small
piece of food that fits into the empty water bottle
and floats in water (e.g., a marshmallow or peanut)
Note: Do not hint to the children that the food item
can float.

 Opening Activity: Art
Show the children the image “Tropical Forest with
Monkeys” while reading to them: This oil painting
was created by French artist Henri Rousseau in
1910 and is called “Tropical Forest with Monkeys.”
Rousseau painted this just a few months before he
died. Ask the children some or all of the questions
below.
•

How many monkeys do you see?

•

How many species (or types of monkeys) do you
think there are?

•

Why do you think Rousseau decided to paint this
picture?

Rousseau’s painting portrays the monkeys to be
more like humans than wild beasts. Do you see what
human-like activity one of the monkeys is doing? If
you look carefully, one appears to be holding a green
stick from which a string dangles, making it look as

if the monkey is fishing. Some say that Rousseau’s
painting represents an escape from everyday life.
Have you ever noticed that monkeys and humans
share similar characteristics? Let’s explore this idea.

 Activity: Primate Characteristics and
Vocabulary Word
Place the following vocabulary word on
your science wall and read the definition.

Primate
Have the children compare their appearances to
other primates by looking at the images on the
“Primate Characteristics” page and then studying
their own faces. (Use the hand mirror.) Have the
children make observations about how their body
movements compare to those of other primates.
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Read to the children: As you observe yourself and
these images, what are some similarities you notice
between humans and other primates? Point out
any of the following characteristics if they are not
mentioned by the children:

 Activity: More Primate Characteristics

Humans and other primates both have

Place the following items on the table. You may have
a set of these items for each child, or they can take
turns using the items: a pair of mittens/gloves (if
available), a pencil, a piece of scrap paper, a piece of
string or shoelace, a soft object to be thrown, and a
water bottle.

•

two hands, feet, arms, and legs

•

fingernails and opposable thumbs

•

eyes that face forward

•

backs that allow for standing upright

•

the ability to climb

•

multiple tooth types (like canines, incisors, and
molars)

•

the ability to use tools or objects

•

brains that are bigger in relation to body size than
those of other mammals

Still referring to the images on the page “Primate
Characteristics,” ask the children: What are some
diﬀerences you notice between these primates and
humans? Point out any of the following diﬀerences if
they are not mentioned by the children:
•

Other primates have more fur (or hair) all over
their bodies.

•

They comfortably walk on all four limbs.

•

They naturally use their feet to grasp objects.

•

Some primates have tails.

We’re going to do a few activities to discover certain
characteristics found in primates.
Hands

Have the children put on the pair of mittens/gloves
so that the thumb part of each mitten/glove does
not line up with the children’s thumbs. (Their thumbs
need to be in the mittens/gloves with the rest of
their fingers and not in the thumb place.) Ask the
children to perform each of these tasks.
Note: For children who are not yet developed enough
to perform these tasks, you may improvise. For
example, rather than asking them to write their
names, just have them draw a line.
1. Lift up the pencil and write your name on the
scrap paper.
2. Pick up the string and tie a knot.
3. With a partner, toss the soft object to each other
a couple of times.
4. Open the lid of the water bottle.

What different types of primates did you find on
the “Primate Characteristics” page? [monkeys, a
chimpanzee, orangutans, a gorilla, a tarsier, a baboon,
and lemurs]
As you may have noticed, humans share many
similarities to other primates, so scientists classify
humans as primates. However, from the Bible we
know that humans were not created the same as
other primates. (See Genesis 1:26–27, if desired.)
God created us after His image and likeness. He has
entrusted us with dominion (or stewardship and
responsibility) “over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.” Still, we
can delight in the beauty of God’s creations as we see
similar characteristics in ourselves and other mammals.

Were these activities difficult? Which activity was
most challenging? What part of your body did you
miss being able to use? Today may be the first day
you’ve realized how important your thumb is! All
primates have opposable thumbs. The thumb can
rotate and reach across the palm. For primates,
this has proven to be very useful when picking up,
grasping, climbing, and catching. What other activities
do you use your thumb for?
Nails
Show the children the image of “Mammalian Claws.”
Now look at your hands. What do you notice is
different? All primates have flat nails rather than long
sharp claws. Flat nails are needed to help us pick up
objects and grasp things. When you pick something
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Primate Characteristics

Monkeys

Chimpanzee

Monkey with a Rock

Lemurs

Tarsier

Gorilla’s Hand

Orangutan Babies

Orangutan’s Feet
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Primates

Have you ever had your
hands so full you wished you
had another hand? The first
primate we’ll learn about—the
monkey—may have something
that could do the trick! Some
monkeys have a prehensile tail.
These special tails are slim, long,
and muscular. They are so strong
that they can support the weight
of the entire monkey! Prehensile
tails are usually longer than the
monkey’s body and often have a
calloused patch of skin called a tactile pad that helps the monkey feel and grasp things. (As
humans we have tactile pads on our fingertips.) These flexible prehensile tails make the life
of a monkey much easier and also more fun. The tails help them climb and swing, keeping
their hands free to find or carry food. Monkeys use their tails in wrestling matches and
during play. Monkeys comfort each other by wrapping their tails around each other.
1

An interesting type of prosimian is the slow loris. When they move,
they look like they’re slithering like a snake. This is because they have
more spinal vertebrae than other primates. Slow lorises have an
incredibly strong grip, partly due to having a smaller second finger.
They can hang onto branches for a very long time with either their
hands or feet.
A pygmy slow loris may have a cute face, but one bite could make
someone seriously sick or even die! It has toxins that are released
from glands inside its elbows. When it feels threatened, it raises its
arms over its head to make itself look bigger. It can then lick these
glands, and the toxins go on its teeth; so if it manages to bite, the
toxins are delivered. Pygmy slow lorises are endangered due to illegal
pet trading. People think they are so cute that they want to own one,
but capturing them is not a humane process. Lorises are wonderful in
the wild, but they are not good pets!
Galagos are some of the smallest primates. They have excellent night
vision and can be found in the trees of sub-Saharan Africa. Galagos are
also called bush babies because their cries mimic the sound of a baby.

Scientists have classified humans in the
family Hominidae, which we share with
apes. Our genus and species are Homo
sapiens, which means “wise man” in
Latin. Only humans are classified on
this family tree. Out of all the primates,
human children spend the longest
time being raised by their parents, and
this may be because our larger brains
require more time for growth and
development.
We are designed in
many shapes and sizes,
and we know from
the Bible that we were
created with reason and
intelligence by God.

Slow Loris

Pygmy Slow Loris

Galago

6

And God said, Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness: and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and
over all the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth.
So God created man in his own image, in the
image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.
— Genesis 1:26–27, KJV
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Lesson 7: Felines
Objectives
The children will learn about the feline family of mammals: their behaviors, characteristics, and habitats.

Preparation:
 Cut out the “Parts of a Cat” fact cards.
 Cut and assemble the mini book Felines.
 Cut out each of the five felines and the five feline habitats on the “Habitat
Mystery Game” pages in this lesson.
Supplies needed:
 Have an instrumental song (e.g., Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue”) ready.

 Optional Read-Aloud
At any point in the lesson, you may read the
read-alouds and correlated books listed on
the Mammals science unit product page at
goodandbeautiful.com. It is suggested to finish the
book Can You Track It? Mammals by Maggie Felsch
and Shannen Yauger by reading the second half of it.

 Opening Activity for Younger Children
Show the children the page “How Do Cats Move?”
Read to the children: Look at these cat pictures and
think of the cats you know. What are some ways they
move their bodies? Let’s see if we can imitate them.
Play the instrumental song and have your children
move around like cats along with the rhythm.
(Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” is a great song for
this, with its slow and fast tempo changes.) Include
stretching, back arching, scratching things, slow
crawling, rubbing against things, pouncing, etc.
Read to the children: Why do you think cats creep
around so quietly and slowly sometimes? Why do you
think that at other times they run or jump very fast?

When God created cats, He gave them the ability
to move with very little sound so that they could
find food and hide from predators. Because cats are
carnivores, they prey on live animals. This means they
need to be very careful about the way they move so
they don’t scare their dinner away. Most cats are able
to leap at least six to ten times their height, so they
walk very quietly until they are close enough to their
prey, and then they pounce on their food and kill it.
House cats mimic this behavior when playing with
toys, and while we tend to find it cute and funny, the
cat takes this seriously.

 Activity: Vocabulary Word
Place the following vocabulary word on
your science wall and read the definition.

Feline
Feline is the common word we use when referring
to members of the Felidae [FEE - la - day] (or cat)
family. When people talk about cats, they are typically
referring to the animals that people have as pets.
These “house cats” are also called domestic cats, and
the scientific name is Felis catus. Recall that to be a
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domestic animal means that the animal is able to live
with and be influenced by humans. Felis catus are the
only tamed species of the Felidae family and are kept
by humans for their endearing and silly personalities
and for their ability to hunt mice and other rodents
that are pests. In the United States, cats are the
second most popular pet; freshwater fish are the first!
Domestic cats are related to the other wild cat species
found around the world, so they share many similar
features.

 Activity: Parts of a Cat

 Activity: Habitat Mystery Game
Place on the table the pictures of the habitats and
the five felines you cut out during the preparation
section. Read the clues for each habitat (below)
and have the children place each feline image on
its corresponding habitat. Children may refer to the
mini book for help, if needed. (Older children may
choose to read the clues and complete the game on
their own.)

 Mammals of the World Map & Sticker
Activity
Have a child place the following stickers on
the world map on the noted locations.

Follow the directions on the “Parts of a Cat” page to
complete the activity.

Cheetah—Africa

 Mini Book
Read the mini book Felines included in this
lesson.

Which Cat Lives Here?

1. This beautiful rock cave in sub-Saharan Africa belongs
to a pride of about 30 cats. As the males rest in the
cave, the females are on the hunt for food to feed their
families.
2. In the dry African savanna, we find the home of Earth’s
fastest mammal. Sprinting at a speedy 70 miles per
hour, he captures his wildebeest prey and settles down
for a nice meal.
3. In the swampy woodlands of South America, this
spotted cat prowls in his search for food. It’s not long
before he detects an unsuspecting crocodile and brings
it home for a feast.
4. Atop the canopy of a shady tree, this large cat
overlooks the African grasslands as he finishes off the
baboon that he brought home for lunch. While others
of his kind are surely nearby, he prefers to eat and live
alone.
5. In the depths of this lush Asian rainforest lurks a
660-pound male cat. The pattern of his coat makes it
easy for him to hide in the tall grass. As he waits for his
next meal to cross his path, he cools off in the small
pond nearby.
Answers: 1. Lion, 2. Cheetah, 3. Jaguar, 4. Leopard, 5. Tiger

HABITAT MYSTERY GAME

Jaguar—South America
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Leopard
Tiger

Lion

Cheetah

Jaguar
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EXTENSION

Instructions:
1.
2.

Read each section.
In your science journal, create a Venn diagram to compare and contrast meerkats and
mongooses.
3. In your science journal, write 3–5 bullet points of things you learned about hyenas.

Meerkat vs. Mongoose
Felines are members of the Felidae family. Felidae is just one type
of family under the suborder Feliformia. Another family in the
suborder Feliformia is Herpestidae, and here we find meerkats
and mongooses. You are probably familiar with meerkats because
they have worked their way into filmmakers’ hearts with their cute
faces, tiny bodies, and quirky movements, like the way they stand
upright as they scan the desert for threats. What’s the difference
between a meerkat and a mongoose? Because they’re part of
the same family, that’s a bit like asking what the difference is
between an orange and a clementine. Here are some differences:
•

Meerkats usually inhabit dry deserts (such as the Kalahari
Desert in southern Africa), but mongooses live in the
different climates and habitats found in Africa, Asia, and
Europe.

•

Mongooses have bushy tails, but meerkats do not.

•

The coat colors of mongooses vary across species. In
meerkats, however, their coats are light yellow or tan, and
they have dark fur around their eyes.

•

Meerkats can eat scorpions because they are immune to
scorpion poison. Mongooses are not immune to scorpion
poison, but they are quick and agile, so they are audacious
predators. Mongooses can attack cobra snakes and eat them
because mongooses are immune to the venom in cobras.

Meerkats

Meerkat

Mongoose

Mongoose
Mammals

Despite these differences, members of the Herpestidae family
have a lot in common. Meerkats and some species of mongoose
are social mammals who live in groups called mobs with 20 to
60 other members. This is helpful because these small creatures
are vulnerable to predators when they are alone. Mongooses and
meerkats are carnivores. They prefer insects but will also eat small
birds, lizards, and rodents. Despite their carnivorous nature, they
will sometimes eat fruit.
Some mongoose species will divide up jobs in the mob, some
taking care of the babies while the others go hunt. Meerkat mobs
are led by a female and male pair. Meerkats take turns being a
lookout, and when danger is spotted, the lookout barks, causing
all to scurry into their tunnels until the coast is clear.

Hyenas
While hyenas may appear to look more like dogs, they’re actually
more closely related to cats. They are also part of the Feliformia
suborder under the family Hyaenidae. There are four species of
hyena: spotted, brown, striped, and the aardwolf.* Hyena clans
are found throughout Africa, each enjoying habitats that match
their diet. Interestingly, female hyenas outrank males among
spotted hyenas. Only the spotted hyenas make the characteristic
human-sounding laugh. Hyenas are widely known as scavenger
carnivores, but they are very capable of successfully hunting
wildebeest, antelope, and many other smaller mammals, fish,
and reptiles. Hyenas don’t waste anything during meals, even
devouring bones and hooves with their powerful jaws. Unlike other
hyenas, however, aardwolves are strictly insectivores; they dine
on termites, consuming 30,000 termites each night.
* Some sources classify hyenas into three species—spotted, brown, and striped.
The aardwolf is in the same family, but it’s not a hyena.

Hyena
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Animal Track Prints

(whole set)

Note: Cat footprints don’t usually show claws because their claws are retractable (draw back into their paws).
This is one of the key characteristics animal trackers look for to determine if the animal is canine or feline.
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Lesson 9: Monotremes
Objective
The children will learn about monotremes, a mammalian oddity.

Preparation:
 Cut out the “Mixed-up Animal Creations” cards along the dotted lines and make
three piles: animal head types, body types, and tail types. Shuﬄe the cards
within each type.
 Cut and assemble the mini book The Platypus.
 Copy the “Monotremes” page(s) for each child based on his or her grade level as
indicated on the pages.
 Cut out the boxes on the page “Echidna.”
Supplies needed:
 Colored pencils (optional)

 Optional Read-Aloud
At any point in the lesson, you may read the
read-alouds and correlated books listed on
the Mammals science unit product page at
goodandbeautiful.com. Marvelous Mammals from
Down Under by Heather Horn is suggested with this
lesson.

 Poem: “Old Man Platypus”
Display the poem provided with this lesson. Take
turns reading stanzas with the children. After reading
this fun poem, where do you think the platypus lives?
[rivers, burrows, by the roots of reeds and grasses]
What are some characteristics and behaviors of the
platypus? [playful, lives with its family, brown colored,
has a beak, not classified as fish or fowl]

 Activity: Vocabulary Word
Place the vocabulary word MONOTREME on
your science wall and read the definition.

Monotreme

 Tape (optional)
Read to the children: Several lessons ago, we learned
that there is a name given to a group of mammals that
develop within their mothers’ wombs for a period
of time. Do you remember what they’re called?
[placental] Monotremes are an order of mammals
that also develop within their mothers’ wombs, but
they are in eggs! When the eggs are laid, the babies
continue to develop, and even when they hatch out of
their eggs, they are still not fully developed.
Monotremes are mammals that are the fewest in
variety and number. There are only two living families
left, with five species total. They are found only in
Australia and New Guinea! There is the platypus
species (as we read about in the poem), which is in a
family by itself, and four species in the echidna [uh KID - nuh] family, which are spiny anteaters. So what
exactly are monotremes? Have the children read the
following characteristics:

• Monotremes are mammals, and the
females reproduce by laying eggs,
incubating the eggs, and producing milk
for their young.
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Old Man Platypus
by A.B. “Banjo” Paterson

Far from the trouble and toil of town,

And the bubbles show where our hero sank

Where the reed beds sweep and shiver,

To its entrance under water.

Look at a fragment of velvet brown—

Safe in their burrow below the falls

Old Man Platypus drifting down,

They live in a world of wonder,

Drifting along the river.

Where no one visits and no one calls,

And he plays and dives in the river bends

They sleep like little brown billiard balls

In a style that is most elusive;

With their beaks tucked neatly under.

With few relations and fewer friends,

And he talks in a deep unfriendly growl

For Old Man Platypus descends

As he goes on his journey lonely;

From a family most exclusive.

For he’s no relation to fish nor fowl,

He shares his burrow beneath the bank

Nor to bird nor beast, nor to horned owl;

With his wife and his son and daughter

In fact, he’s the one and only!

At the roots of the reeds and the grasses rank;
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Lesson 10: Marsupials
Objectives
The children will learn about the marsupial class of mammals and the characteristics specific to that class.

Preparation:
 Cut out the map and safari bus images on the page titled “Australian Safari.”
 Cut out the images found on the two pages titled “Marsupials.”
 Copy the two pages titled “Possum vs. Opossum” for each child. (One page has
text boxes, and the other has a sorting table. Cut out the text boxes for each
copy.)
 Optional Activity: Copy one or more of the aboriginal art coloring pages for
any children who do not want to create their own. See “Optional: Australian
Aboriginal Art” located at the end of this lesson for more information.
Supplies needed:
 A glue stick

 An insulated tumbler (if available)

 A sample of wool or wool-like
material (such as a wool sock)

 Optional Activity: Natural-colored paints like red, brown,
yellow, orange, white, and black; paintbrushes and/or cotton
swabs; blank or watercolor paper for any children who will
want to create their own art rather than use one or more of
the coloring pages that are included in this lesson

 A sample of water-repellent material
(such as a raincoat)

 Activity: Vocabulary Words

 Opening Activity: Art
Display the painting “The Kongouro from New
Holland.” This image is called “The Kongouro from
New Holland.” It is an oil painting done by George
Stubbs (1724–1806). In this context, New Holland is a
historical name given to Australia. This is the very first
image of an Australian animal in Western art. What
are some details you appreciate about this painting?
Pause for responses. What do you know about
kangaroos? Pause for responses. Do you remember
where I said this animal is from? [Australia] You may
recall that Australia is home to many monotremes,
and it is also home to marsupials—such as the
kangaroo.

Place the vocabulary word MARSUPIAL on
your science wall. Read the definition.

Marsupial
Read to the children: What is one defining characteristic about the kangaroo? [It has a pouch.] The
kangaroo is an example of a marsupial, and the word
marsupial is from the Latin word for pouch. All female
marsupials have pouches, and a few males do too
(such as the water opossum). Can you name other
animals that have pouches? There are more than 330
species of marsupials!
Compared to monotremes, marsupials are greater
in number and variety. Similar to monotremes, the
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Lesson 14: Endangered Mammals
Objectives
The children will learn what causes mammals to become endangered or extinct and what people can do to
practice conservation.
Preparation:
 Cut out the “Food Web.”
 Copy for each child the three pages of “Mammal Conservationists.”
Supplies needed:
 A glue stick

 Colored pencils

 A pair of scissors for each child (or to
share)

 Optional Activity (Game): A different
color marker for each child

Note: Make a copy of the “Mammals Review Game Board” if your group wants to play the game more than once.
Alternatively, place the game board into a dry-erase pocket sleeve and use dry-erase markers.
Note: Information presented in this lesson on the
conservation level of certain animals, the current
population of these animals, and conservation eﬀorts
being made are based on available data as of the time
of publication.

 Opening Activity
Have the children close their eyes and listen carefully
as you read to them: Imagine you are overlooking
the beautiful scenery of the African savanna. The sun
is starting to set, casting a reddish glow across the
land. The lush, golden grass ripples as the soft wind
blows through. Off in the distance, your eyes spot a
crouching cheetah stalking its prey. Its speckled coat
blends in with the grass deceptively well. Your eyes
move forward as if you’re flying above the land, and
you spot a herd of elephants encircling a mother
giving birth. The elephants’ trumpeting calls bellow
from their trunks as if to signal the arrival of new life.
A matriarchal elephant shakes her head, and her big
ears flap like flags meeting a gust of wind. As the sun
continues to lower behind the vast plains, you see the
silhouettes of a few giraffes nibbling the leaves of an
acacia tree. Ask the children to open their eyes. What

are some feelings you have as you think about God’s
magnificent creations?
In Genesis 1:31 it says, “And God saw every thing that
he had made, and, behold, it was very good.” We
know that God was pleased with His work of creation,
and we also learn from the Bible that God has given
us the responsibility to take care of the earth. We
depend on the bounty of the earth for food, clothing,
shelter, and many other things. Since Earth is our
home, we feel a yearning to protect it.

 Activity: Balance in Ecosystems and
Vocabulary Words
Read to the children: Do you remember what
an ecosystem is? From the vocabulary word that
we placed on our science wall, we learned that
an ecosystem is an environment and all the living
creatures of a given area. At the beginning of this unit,
we arranged food chain cards to show which organism
eats which organism. In reality, in an ecosystem, this
chain of consumption looks more like a web than a
chain, so oftentimes this is referred to as a food web.
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1. DO NOT cut out the page titled “Mammal
Conservationists—Booklets.” Cut out ONLY the
four boxes on each of the pages titled “Mammal
Conservationists—Title” and “Mammal Conservationists—Text.”
2. Glue the four boxes you cut out from the
“Mammal Conservationists—Text” page onto the
corresponding four boxes on the page “Mammal
Conservationists—Booklets.”
3. Glue the four boxes you cut out from the
“Mammal Conservationists—Title” page onto
the corresponding previous four boxes (from the
“Mammal Conservationists—Text” page).
Once the assembly of the booklet page is
complete, have each child read one of the
booklet text pages and illustrate a cover for
that booklet. Repeat until all four are complete. Have
the children place the page in their science journals.

 Mammals of the World Map & Sticker
Activity
Have a child place these final stickers on the
world map on the noted locations. Take a
few minutes to discuss the stickers placed
on the map throughout the unit.
Amur Leopard—Eastern Russia
American Bison—United States

 Optional Activity: Mammals Review
Game
As a fun way to review the concepts in this unit, you
may choose to play the Mammals Review Game
with the children. Place on the table the “Mammals
Review Game Board.” Allow each child to select a
diﬀerent color of marker. Read to the children: This
game has six categories and four numbered circles
under each category. The numbered circles indicate a
question that will be asked and the number of points
you could earn. To play this review game, a player
will pick a category and a numbered circle under that
category. I will read aloud the corresponding question,
and when one of you knows the answer, raise your
hand, allow me to call on you, and then say your

answer. If you answer incorrectly, someone else will
raise his or her hand for a chance to answer. Whoever
correctly answers the question gets to color in that
numbered circle under that category with his or her
colored marker and then select a new number and
category for the next question. If no one knows the
answer, I will read the answer to you, but no one will
color in that numbered circle. Once the game is over,
add up the total number of points on the numbered
circles that you colored in. The winner is whoever
earned the highest number of points.

Questions for Mammals Review Game:
Mammals & Conservation
1. What is the difference between extinct and
endangered? [Extinct means all members of a
species have died off, and endangered means a
species is at risk for extinction.]
2. Name at least three characteristics found in all
mammals. [three of the following: mammary
glands, hair or fur, neocortex, single-boned jaw,
and three bones in the middle ear]
3. What is unique about placental mammals in how
they give birth and feed their newborns? [They
give birth to live young and then produce milk for
their young.]
4. What are some ways a species can be threatened
with extinction? [any of the following: changes
in weather, natural disasters (forest fires, floods,
droughts, and hurricanes), invading species,
poaching, clearing land for human use, misuse of
chemicals]
Ungulates & Elephants
1. What is an ungulate? [an animal that has hooves]
2. What is a ruminant digestive system as seen in a
cow? [the digestive system of certain mammals
that has a specialized four-chambered stomach]
3. What are the three species of elephants? [African
bush elephant, African forest elephant, and Asian
elephant]
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1.
2.

EXTENSION

Read each section and the case study.
Do one or both of the following assignments:
a. In your science journal, list 5–7 interesting facts about marine mammals.
b. In your science journal, briefly summarize how rescue teams are able to disentangle a
trapped whale, based on what you read in the case study.

Marine Mammals
Throughout this unit, you explored the fascinating features of
land mammals, but did you know there are mammals that live in
the ocean too? If you completed the Marine Biology unit by The
Good and the Beautiful, then you have already learned about
marine mammals. Marine mammals live in aquatic environments.
In this lesson extension, we’re going to learn basic characteristics
of marine mammals, how they are classified, how their
ecosystems are being threatened, and what is being done to help
God’s creations that live in the water.
Characteristics

To be classified as a marine mammal, scientists look for the
characteristics that are shared with land mammals—the
characteristics that you learned about in this unit. At least at
some point in their lives, they also have hair, and they, too,
produce milk to nurse their young. They also give birth to live
young and have the distinguishing three bones in the middle ear.
Unlike other oceanic creatures, marine mammals are warmblooded. With that in mind, you may be wondering how these
mammals survive the frigid temperatures of the ocean. Most
marine mammals have blubber to help them keep warm. Their
bodies are so incredibly fascinating because they must survive
extreme changes in temperature, pressure, depths, and light
availability.

How do these
mammals live
underwater if they,
like other mammals,
have lungs instead of
gills? Marine mammals
have the ability to
hold their breath for
a really long time!
When they dive down,
they can slow their
heart rate in order to consume less oxygen. A reserve of oxygen
is kept in their blood and muscles, and they can control where
their blood goes. For example, they can send their blood to main
organs (like their hearts and lungs) to ensure there is oxygen in
these body parts. These features enable them to stay underwater
for quite some time, but eventually, they do have to return to the
surface to breathe again.
Classification

Aquatic mammals live in the water permanently, and semiaquatic mammals spend time on land and in the ocean. There are
four main taxonomical groups of marine mammals. See below.

CETACEANS

PINNIPEDS

SIRENIANS

whales, dolphins, porpoises

seals, sea lions, walruses

manatees, dugongs

Mammals

MARINE
FISSIPEDS
polar bears, sea otters

Marine Ecosystems & Protection

Marine animals are vital to oceanic ecosystems. All of Earth’s water
is connected through the water cycle. As precipitation (through
rain, snow, etc.) falls to the ground and collects in oceans, lakes,
streams, and on land, it moves, cycling this precious life-giving
asset. Within the ocean, animals fulfill different ecological
roles—herbivores (such as the manatee), filter feeders (such
as the baleen whale), and top predators (such as the killer
whale) are all essential. People have begun to realize
the importance of caring for our environment, and we can
go forward making better efforts to keep our water clean and
protect life in the water.
Within the United States, there are laws such as the MMPA (Marine
Mammal Protection Act) that protect marine life. Internationally,
treaties have been formed to ensure the safety of these beautiful and
important creatures. Many marine animals (not just mammals) are
endangered because of poaching, trapping, pollution, climate change,
harassment, accidents, and habitat loss. Let’s take a look at how NOAA
helps marine animals. (As a note, NOAA is pronounced “Noah” and stands
for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.)

Case Study
Unlike humans, marine mammals do not have opposable
thumbs. So when they get stuck in something, they cannot just
pull the thing off and free themselves. This poses quite the
problem when they get entangled in fishing gear.
Organizations like NOAA have people that work to find animals
trapped in fishing gear and to free them. However, this isn’t
an easy task. In this case study, you’ll see how rescuers
disentangle a humpback whale.
An average humpback whale has remarkable strength and
measures about 50 feet long and can weigh 40 tons! When
one gets entangled in fishing gear, it becomes panicked and
stressed.
Since rescuers do not want to harm themselves or cause further
harm to the whale, they will not get into the water with the
whale. Instead, they follow behind in a boat, and
they use a grappling hook to catch and hold on to the
tangled-up fishing lines. Next, they attach a series
of buoys to try to keep the whale at the surface (to
prevent it from diving down) and to help it slow down.
The rescue team will get into a small inflatable boat
to try to catch up with the entangled whale. This isn’t
easy because the powerful whale is still moving, but
eventually it tires from swimming and slows down.

Mammals

At this opportune moment, the disentanglement team will use
a special tool that is attached to a pole. This tool is designed
to cut away at rope without harming the whale. Once the team
is able to cut away the rope and all associated fishing gear, the
whale is free. Afterwards, the team will clean up any remains of
rope so it doesn’t entangle another sea creature.
The Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine
Sanctuary has seen around 100 cases of entangled whales
since 2002—and these are only the cases that people reported,
so there could be more! While organizations make efforts to
rescue, prevention is one of the best ways to protect these
amazing sea creatures. Raising awareness of potential dangers
and using safe, responsible fishing methods are just two ways
that harm can be prevented, and in these ways, we can be
better stewards of the earth.

